Reviews of The Church in Prophecy and History

6/9/14 - Hello Pastor Ron Graff! Greetings in Jesus name from Malawi, Central
Africa! WE like the Book. Thanks. Pastor Edward Limbani Mikwamba.

6/18/14 – Listen to the interview about the book on “The Day Report” with Dr.
Day Garner of Urban Family Talk. Topic: Biblical Prophecy – The State of the
World with Ron Graff .

GREAT Book!, June 19, 2014
Ron Graff's latest book is amazing! His ability to reference
scripture and interpret Revelations is straight forward and
understandable. I have read all the books this author has
written, and this latest book is captivating. Every night I read it I
learn more and more about the end times and the Apostle John's
vision of what's to come. If you love prophecy this is the book for
you! I HIGHLY recommend it! - Martha Driggers

6/30/14 - I've already packed the book for my trip. Can't wait to start
reading it. I'm sure I will be AMAZED as usual.– Laurie La Rue (Facebook)

7/2/14 - I applaud the diligent scholarship and the clear presentation
of this urgently needed material.
Well done, indeed. I strongly recommend this critical book.
Chuck Missler, Koinonia Institute

7/2/14 - I heartily agree with Chuck Missler! This book is a fresh, highly
relevant new look at the history of the church drawn from the testimony of
Jesus Christ Himself. – Lambert Dolphin – Lambert Dolphin Library
(Facebook)

7/2/14 - Just finished reading the book. So well written
with great scholarship. I enjoyed the history of the
church in relation to prophecy. So interesting to read
how we have arrived at the crossroad that the church is
at today by a study of the past. I can see a great amount
of study and research went into this fine book. – Bill
Vogel

